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 The main objectives of the group activity are:
1. To understand the basic thermal hydraulic

characteristics of the sodium and lead cooled
fast reactors.

2. To calculate the power profile, temperature
profile etc. to understand the reactors behavior.

3. To compare obtained calculation results.
4. To describe the needs for technological and

institutional innovations and improvements in
nuclear energy systems with the goal to achieve
sustainable development and deployment.
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 Input data:
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1. The total mass flow of the reactor:



2. The axial and radial peaking factors:



3. The effective height of the active core:



3. The effective height of the active core:



4. Axial linear power distribution across the most
powerful subassembly (q’ vs z) :
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5. Axial temperature distribution profile across the
most powerful subassembly (T vs z):
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6. Axial temperature distribution of bulk, clad outer
surface and clad inner surface (T vs z):
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6. Axial temperature distribution of fuel outer surface
and centerline (T vs z):
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6. Axial temperature distribution of bulk, clad inner and
outer surfaces, fuel outer surface and centerline (T vs z):
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6. Optional Exercise



 Input data:
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3. The effective height of the active core
4. Axial linear power distribution across the most

powerful subassembly (q’ vs z)
5. Axial temperature distribution profile across the

most powerful subassembly (T vs z)
6. Axial temperature distribution of clad outer

surface, clad inner surface, fuel pellet outer surface
and fuel pellet centerline (T vs z)

1-2. Were given in the exercise input data

7. Tbulk, Tci and Tcl with variation of coolant velocity



3. The effective height of the active core:



3. The effective height of the active core:



4. Axial linear power distribution across the most
powerful subassembly (q’ vs z) :
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5. Axial temperature distribution profile across the
most powerful subassembly (T vs z):
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6. Axial temperature distribution of bulk, clad outer
surface and clad inner surface (T vs z):
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6. Axial temperature distribution of fuel outer surface
and centerline (T vs z):
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6. Axial temperature distribution of bulk, clad inner and
outer surfaces, fuel outer surface and centerline (T vs z):
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7. Tbulk, Tci and Tcl with variation of coolant velocity:
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# The parameter Phénix BREST-300-OD

1 Total termal power [MW] 563 700
2 Active height [m] 0.85 1.1
3 Effective height [m] 1 1.5
4 Bulk Delta T in Hottest FA [K] 190 263
5 q’ in the hottest pin [kW/m] 32.735 22.4135
6 Highest Fuel CL Temperature [K] 2550 1032
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 The TH calculations were carried out successfully
 Phenix maximum temperatures do not pass the limiting

conditions for fuel nor cladding
 To reach Phenix fuel temperature limit, it would have to be

operated up to 690 MW at 9 m/s coolant velocity
 The differences in BREST-300-OD temperatures were lower

than in Phenix
 The BREST presents significant lower temperatures during

operation at limit velocity of 2 m/s,
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 Educational system is very important to motivate the
students to find innovative solutions for the current
nuclear systems.

 The practical knowledge of Gen-IV reactors would help
the students to build better models for the future of
nuclear energy system.



“No matter what we choose, our
unwavering stance is to enhance the
safety of nuclear power generation…”

Sean Chen
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